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B

ritish prog rock legends Pink Floyd had achieved a world-wide
fanbase long before they became a stadium band. The subsequent
rise to platinum sales in the 70s only cemented their place in music
history. They also hold a place in record collectors’ hearts, their
appeal and success spawning releases in corners of the world most bands
and collectors will never have heard of.
While Pink Floyd are up there with The Beatles, Queen and Rolling
Stones as a UK collectable band, few can rival Waters, Gilmour, Wright,
Mason and Barrett, both solo and as a group, for creating such a universal
collecting minefield. Good condition Pink Floyd records, whether UK or
more exotic pressings such as those here, will only continue to rise in value.
November 2008 sees the publication of Pink Floyd On Forty-Five,
compiled by Dutch collector Charles Beterams. Working with several
renowned Pink Floyd collectors, this book is the authoritative work on Pink

Floyd singles from around the world. No ‘maybes’, no ‘rumoured to exist’,
this is all that is definitely known about and more.
The book features over 1,200 full-colour images, and is published by
Aprilis, Zaltbommel (Netherlands). A limited edition of 1000 copies comes
with an exclusive Roger Waters 7” Hello (I Love You), and is exclusively
available from www.FloydStuff.com.
The book also coincides with a new plug of the EMI box set Oh By The
Way, first issued last December to celebrate Pink Floyd’s 40th anniversary.
The box features all 14 Pink Floyd studio albums in replica vinyl sleeves and
a special poster.
Here, Charles Beterams takes us through 45 of the more weird and
wonderful Pink Floyd and related 45s from around the world, and in an
exclusive interview discusses his book and Floydiana in general.
Scans and comments with the help of Herve Denoyelle (see p10).

THE SINGLES!
import UK or US singles in order to
test their market prior to a national
release. Those were distributed in
hastily assembled ‘import’ sleeves.
Here is a fine example.

MONEY / ANY COLOUR YOU
LIKE (Angola, 1973, Stateside
8E 006-05368) £200
EMI Angola licensed this 1973 single
from Portugal, of which it was a
colony until 1975. Both the single
and the sleeve are nearly identical to
the Portuguese version but mention
Angola as the place of manufacture.
Most surprising is the label used:
EMI subsidiary Stateside.
ANOTHER
BRICK IN THE
WALL (PART 2)
/ ONE OF MY
TURNS (Austria,
1979, Harvest
12C 006 63494) £40
Pink Floyd singles were usually
imported from Germany, but for this
one occasion Austria pressed its own
share of copies from Pink Floyd’s
1979 smash hit. Hard to find these
days, it’s a safe assumption that only a
few thousand were pressed.
MONEY / ANY COLOUR YOU
LIKE (Belgium, 1970s, Capitol P18)
£100
Belgium record companies from the
mid 70s till the early 80s used to

4 TEMAS DE FILME (BRAZIL,
1982, CBS 56.807) £100
Another Brazil exclusive is this EP
collecting four tracks taken from four
different movies. Pink Floyd’s Bring
The Boys Back Home shares a side
with E.T. by the Dancephonic
Orchestra.
LEARNING TO FLY / ON THE
TURNING AWAY / ONE SLIP /
SORROW (Bolivia, 1987, CBS
10525) £150
An exclusive selection of four
tracks from Pink Floyd’s first postWaters album, packed in a
minitiature version of the record’s
sleeve, resulted in one of the most
attractive 7” releases following the
release of A Momentary Lapse Of
Reason.
SEE EMILY
PLAY / THE
SCARECROW
(Brazil, 1967,
Fermanta FB33233) £250
Unique label design from Fermata
Brazil which had the local rights on
Columbia releases.

WHO NEEDS INFORMATION /
MOLLY’S SONG (Canada, 1987,
Columbia, 38-07617) £150
Stock copies of Who Needs
Information were coupled with a
Molly’s Song, a live version taken
from Roger Waters’ Radio KAOS tour
late 1987. A studio version was never
released and the song is only to be
found on this single. With the USA
version already proving a hard find,
this Canadian release is a lot rarer.

PIGS / PIGS
(Brazil,
1977, CBS
GP-923)
£150
One of only
two singles
worldwide taken
from the Animals album, this promo
only single comes with
a similar edit version of Pigs
(Three Different Ones) on each side.
It was only the second single to be
released in Brazil, a mere ten years
after See Emily Play.

POINT ME AT
THE SKY /
CAREFUL
WITH THAT
AXE EUGENE
(Colombia,
1970s, Odeon 46530) £500
With coloured vinyl LPs from
Colombia fetching sky high prices on
auctions recently, this is a somewhat
hidden gem. Pink Floyd’s only 7”
from this country came in a
monochrome picture sleeve, taken
from a 1973 Italian reissue of Pink
Floyd’s 1968 release.

FREE FOUR / THE GOLD IT’S IN
THE... (Denmark, 1972, Harvest
6E 006-05086) £120
One of the band’s most classic early
70s band shots makes a one-off
appearance as the front cover of the
Danish issue of Free Four. The very
fragile nature of the paper used makes
this one a very hard find in Excellent
or better condition.

MONEY / ANY COLOUR YOU
LIKE (Denmark, 1973, Harvest
6C 006-05368) £150
One of the most intriguing postBarrett picture sleeves, and again it’s
from Denmark. Most European
Money singles had sleeves derived
from the album concept featuring
either a prism or a pyramid (or didn’t
even get a single release such as in the
UK!), but this one is different story.
MASTERS OF
ROCK (Denmark,
1974, EMI
MOR 1) £150
Celebrating the series
of Best Of releases that came onto the
market around 1974 in various
European countries, EMI Denmark
decided to put out a promotional 7”
featuring short snippets of songs
appearing on those albums. Pink Floyd
can be heard with short selections of
Arnold Layne and See Emily Play.
Record Collector
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POINT ME AT THE SKY /
CAREFUL WITH THAT AXE
EUGENE (Egypt, 1968, Columbia
A3 DB 8511) £750
Recently discovered through the
magic of the web. Comes in a unique
title ‘stamped’ sleeve as well.

ARNOLD LAYNE / CANDY AND
A CURRANT BUN /
INTERSTELLAR OVERDRIVE
(France, 1967 Columbia ESRF 1857
white label in-house use only)
£2,000+
A rare ‘in house’ version made for the
Pathé Marconi France headquarters
only. Note the small centre hole, as
all commercial releases in France
came with large centre holes.
PIGS ON THE WING (PARTS
1-2) / SHEEP (France, 1977, EMI
SP 548)
£1,000+
Reportedly 50
copies were
made of this
highly soughtafter promo
only release.
Wanted
because it’s only one of two singles
featuring Animals songs, and the only
one of Pigs On The Wing. It’s also the
only piece of vinyl playing the Snowy
White guitar solo version that bridges
Parts 1 and 2.
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OCTOPUS /
GOLDEN HAIR
(France, 1970,
Harvest 2C 00604435M) £4,000+
Not only a classic single among Pink
Floyd collectors, but one that is on the
wantlist of many 60s and 70s singles
collectors worldwide. Beware of copies
offered with a UK single – they are
bogus. A real copy was sold last year
for nearly £5000.

SEE EMILY PLAY / PAINTBOX
(Germany, 1967, Columbia, C23574)
£500
EMI’s German office Electrola did
test most Pink Floyd singles from the
early years on. Some appeared with
an EMI cue-sheet, some just in plain
sleeves. This one is from See Emily
Play, or There Is No Other Day, as it
is erroneously titled.
POINT ME AT
THE SKY /
CAREFUL WITH
THAT AXE
EUGENE (Greece,
1968, Columbia SCMG 435) £300
Most of the classic Columbia singles Arnold Layne, See Emily Play, Apples
And Oranges, It Would Be So Nice
and Point Me At The Sky - got a
release in Greece. None sold well,
which makes them hard to find
today, fetching high prices although
usually of a very poor quality.

BLUE LIGHT /
CRUISE
(Guatemala, 1984,
Harvest HAR 52264648) £100
Despite the various
LPs released in Guatemala, no Pink
Floyd track made it to a single release.
The only 7” ever released in this
central American country was Blue
Light, taken off David Gilmour’s
1984 solo album About Face.

JULIA DREAM
(Japan, 1980s) £400
Japan cable radio
station Yusen
demanded a custom
made supply of music, which resulted
in various acetates being cut for the
station, sometimes with Pink Floyd
on both sides, and sometimes with a
different artist (in this case Paul
Mauriat) on the other side.

SEE EMILY PLAY / THE
SCARECROW (Italy, 1967,
Columbia SCMQ 7066) £1,500
Known today as the country with
possibly the highest rate of Pink
Floyd collectors in Europe, Italy
didn’t serve its fans very well in the
early years. Probably because there
weren’t many, as the only 1960s
single of See Emily Play is without
doubt the rarest regular Pink Floyd
picture sleeve in all Europe.

LEARNING TO FLY / TERMINAL
FROST (Japan, 1987, CBS-SONY
XDSP 93094) £600
Japan’s ongoing fetish for new
hardware meant vinyl came to a
sudden stop as early as 1987, but not
before a stock copy of Learning To
Fly was coupled with this amazingly
hard to find and beautifully designed
promo edition.

SEE EMILY PLAY / THE
SCARECROW (Japan,
1967,OdeonOR1785) £2,000+
Japan and Pink
Floyd go very
well together,
and it has been
like that since
1967. See
Emily Play was
the first single
to be released
by EMI in Japan. A regular black vinyl
stock copy is worth £1,200, while
much rarer versions on red vinyl (both
with custom and test pressing labels)
fetch nearly twice that amount.

ANOTHER
BRICK IN THE
WALL (PART
2) / ONE OF
MY TURNS
(Kenya, 1979,
EMI 5011) £250
Most African releases were found in
countries with a sizeable white
population such as South Africa and
Rhodesia (Zimbabwe as we now
know it). Other African countries
rarely released any Pink Floyd. This
edition of Another Brick In The
Wall (Part 2) is the only known Pink
Floyd release ever to come out of
Kenya.

FREE FOUR / ABSOLUTELY
CURTAINS (Japan, 1972, Odeon
4RS-322) £1,000+
One of the rarest promo singles ever
released in Japan. This is the test
pressing sleeve edition. The ‘regular’
promo sells for a bit less (£750).

THE NILE SONG / REMEMBER A
DAY (Mexico, 1972, Capitol 7136)
£200
A very odd combination at first sight,
but The Nile Song (originally on
More) and Remember A Day
(originally on A Saucerful Of Secrets)
were both included on the 1971
compilation LP Relics.
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ANOTHER
BRICK IN THE
WALL (PART
2) / ONE OF
MY TURNS
(Netherlands,
1980, Harvest

THE HAPPIEST DAYS OF OUR
LIVES / ANOTHER BRICK IN
THE WALL (PART 2) //
STOP / THE TRIAL / OUTSIDE
THE WALL (Mexico, 1980, CBS
EPC-1625) £150
Yet another Mexico exclusive. CBS
Mexico outdid itself with this one,
not only because of the interesting
track selection, but also because of
the beautiful picture sleeve.

ARNOLD LAYNE / CANDY & A
CURRANT BUN (Netherlands,
1967, Columbia, DB 8156) £300
The only early European sleeve to
feature two different shots of the
band on front and back. Heavily
promoted by EMI, with an
appearance by the band at Fanclub
(their first performance outside the
UK) but to no avail.

1C006-63494) £200
Dutch construction company
Baksteengroep (baksteen is the Dutch
for brick) thought it would be so nice
to buy a few hundred copies of
Another Brick In The Wall, print
their logo over it and hand it out to
customers. Not sure if Pink Floyd
knew of this, since they would have
probably objected. The single was
never sold to the public.

the only Barrett-era release to appear
on the market at the time, but an all
time 7” legend.

SEE EMILY PLAY / THE
SCARECROW (Rhodesia, 1967,
Columbia DSA 738) £400
Very similar to the South African
issue, and with the same catalogue
number. Note the rare tri-centre
shape, which identifies its origin.
IT WOULD BE SO NICE / JULIA
DREAM (Singapore, 1967,
Columbia DB-8401)
£150
One of two
singles only
released in
Singapore, the
other one being
See Emily Play.

THE NILE SONG / IBIZA BAR
(New Zealand, 1969, Columbia
DNZ.10663) £400
From the film More. Only three
countries ventured into releasing a
single at the time the LP was released:
France, Japan, and New Zealand.
Despite the fact that both the
Japanese and French versions have
attractive picture sleeves, this one is
by far the rarest.

ECHOES (South
Africa, 1971, Harvest,
no cat no.) £1,000+
A local attempt at
considering a part of
Echoes as a possible 7’’ release.
Nothing came of this plan, but the
result is a very attractive 7”, and the
only chance to hear this song (albeit
in an edited version) on a 7”.
SEE EMILY PLAY / THE
SCARECROW / ARNOLD LAYNE
CANDY AND A CURRANT BUN
(Spain, 1967, Columbia, EPL 14.377)
£800
Beautiful sleeve from Spain and the
only EP covering the first two singles.
As with the Italian See Emily Play,

APPLES AND ORANGES / PAINT
BOX (Sweden, 1967, Columbia, DB
8310) £400
Unique sleeve design from Sweden to
house a UK import single. The
designer’s idea incorporated the big
‘O’ to be seen as the first letter of
Oranges. No one noticed, and a
second pressing included the full
lettering ‘Oranges’ on the sleeve.

MONEY / FEELIN’ STRONGER
EVERY DAY / BROTHER LOUIE /
OVER THE HILLS AND FAR
AWAY (Thailand, 1970s, no label M
154) £200
A ‘local’ release from Thailand, highly
sought after by Led Zeppelin fans too!
Probably not official, but one of many
such releases in Thailand. Also of
interest are various 7”s with Pink
Floyd images on the sleeves, but with
no music by the band whatsoever.

SEE EMILY PLAY / SCARECROW
(Nigeria, 1967, Columbia 45DB 8214)
£750
Here is one we never thought existed!
ARNOLD LAYNE / IF
(Netherlands, 1971, Harvest 5C00604725) £80
A unique track coupling from Holland,
supporting both the Holland only LP
The Best Of The Pink Floyd and Atom
Heart Mother. The single was a s
urprise hit, reaching 30 in the Top 40,
urging EMI in Holland to repress it,
which they did. The result is a a series
of three differently coloured sleeves.
It also produced the only Dutch
test pressing single known to exist
(£300)

GIVE BIRTH TO A SMILE / SEA
SHELL AND STONE (Philippines,
1970,
Parlophone
PAL 60998)
£500
The only
single ever to
be released
anywhere
taken from
Music From The Body. The
Philippines Parlophone office took a
chance!
Record Collector
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Similar (and also very rare)
singles exist for Zabriskie
Point and Stamping Ground,
which both feature the
Floyds.

POINT ME AT THE SKY /
CAREFUL WITH THAT AXE
EUGENE (Turkey, 1968, Columbia
45-RT-4759) £750
Undocumented until recent years.
At least two copies have turned up
on the internet over the last five
years.

EMBRYO (UK, 1970, EMIDISC, no
cat no) £1,000+
A projected 7” release and a slightly
different mix, most likely for the
German market, dropped after
acetate stage.

MONEY / LET THERE BE MORE
LIGHT (UK, 1981, Harvest
HAR 5217) £500+
Quite common as a one-sided
promo affair and only thought to be
a catalogue reference until this copy
turned up. Yes, it does exist!
TAKE A
BREATH
(UK, 2007,
EMI EMDJ
733) £80
Promo-only
clear vinyl in
a very limited run for David
Gilmour’s On An Island album.
It was issued nearly a year after
the album’s release in March
2007.
60

POMPEII - ORIGINAL RADIO
SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS (USA,
1971, AF-FLOYD-1) £500
Radio-only for the USA, featuring a
voice introducing the Pompeii movie,
accompanied by music from the film.

US AND THEM / WISH
YOU WERE HERE (USA,
1995, Columbia ZSS 1431)
£120
Intended to be a release in
support of the Pulse album,
but not much came of a 7”
featuring live versions of Us
And Them and Wish You
Were Here, as it didn’t get
further than a test pressing...

Q&A CHARLES BETERAMS
Why do a book on world-wide Pink Floyd singles?
Last year I did a book on all the gigs Pink Floyd played in
Holland since 1967. Our little country was a favourite
destination for the band, and frequently visited in those
essential first years. That project took me nearly 15 years to
complete. Being a high quality hardback cloth-bound book,
and since I felt the subject needed a book in Dutch, it was
a hard job getting anyone interested in it. We (me, and rock
journalist and collector Robert Haagsma) did find a
wonderful small publisher in Holland. He was quite pleased
with the result, so I was under the impression that he would
be in for another project.
Earlier this year I had the once in a lifetime chance to
acquire an 800 piece Pink Floyd singles collection. A very
exciting thing, and with all those gems to hand, it seemed
obvious to establish some ‘backup’ so that the images
wouldn’t get lost after being sold. My first idea was making
a website. It took me a week or so to realise that this was
the next book project on a plate. There are sites exploring
the subject of collecting Pink Floyd, but the internet has its
limitations, and most sites have little in the way of images
to offer. There was no reason for not doing it actually, with
an estimate of 90% of all existing Pink Floyd 7” singles at
hand.
How difficult was it to track down all the world-wide
varients?
With most of the singles at hand, I sent out my list to a few
collectors I knew. Renowned Pink Floyd collectors such as
Hervé Denoyelle from France, Cor van der Velden from
Holland and Alfredo Orsini from Italy, not only opened their
collections for me, studiously checking into any detail, they
also have been a great support. They pointed out other
collectors, encouraged the whole project, and made more
than welcome suggestions. German collector Thorsten
Koch, whose collection I bought, also helped me out with a
great collection of correspondence and sale lists, even
going back to the early 90s.
Do you feel there is still a strong market for exotic
pressings of singles?
Oh yes, certainly. The real gems are getting rarer by the
day. The more expensive the item, the better it sells. On the
other hand, things like eBay have proven that the ones
bubbling under are harder to sell than ever since they have
proven not to be that rare. There’s a distinct difference
nowadays between the really hard to get items and ones
you can buy on places like eBay every few weeks.
How did you manage to get a track from Roger
Waters for release with the first 1,000 copies of
the book? Was there the intention of creating a
new collecable item?
Last year I obtained a license of a new Roger Waters track

Charles Beterams: photo
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for my Tonefloat label, which is specialised in high quality
vinyl releases. The track had been released as a 2-track CD
single, and it would make a great 12” release. All that
happened, and it was great to actually release something
by a (former) member of your favourite band on your own
label – I’ve had worse days in my life. When this project
came up, I thought it would be nice to add a little
something for those first buyers. I always try to release and
publish things in a way that I would want to buy them
myself, and this is just an example of that.
If there’s enough feedback or demand, would you
update or reprint the book?
I haven’t thought about that, but I will be updating things on
the specially designed site www.pinkfloydsingles.com. I
actually do prefer doing new things, instead of recreating
what’s already been out.
How did you get into record collecting in general?
I did buy the odd record in a record store, but didn’t realise
there was such thing as a marketplace for stuff that wasn’t
available anymore. When I found a guy with a stall full of old
7” records, back at a flea market in my own little village, a
new world opened. Those were the pre-internet days, so it
was hard job to know when a record fair was taking place.
Researching the Floyd book, what surprised you
the most?
What struck me most is that beauty isn’t a glossy gatefold
picture sleeve, but the excitement of the unexpected, no
matter how dodgy it looks. When Hervé and I went through
his collection to scan missing parts, and he dug up his
Philippine pressing on Parlophone of two tracks by Ron
Geesin’s and Roger Waters’ Music From The Body, I
realised that if this single existed, anything can exist. If you
take it to another level, it strikes me most that there was an
era where not everything was globally controlled from one
point of view, and all local record companies could do
whatever they thought best.
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